The tests adopted by a Raulia to detect the agency creating sickness.

i. Measuring Reed - Two pieces of a kind of reed each measuring nine spans in length were used for this purpose. The Raulia uttered the names of the suspected spirits or persons one by one measuring the reeds in each case. When the name of the offender was pronounced, the reeds tended to lengthen slightly beyond their actual length.

ii. Test by Water Jug - A brass plate (Thali) filled with water was brought for this purpose. A lamp with four lighted wicks were kept in the middle of the plate and a brass water jug was kept inverted over the lamp. When the name of the offender was recited the water in the plate began to bubble and the jug was set in motion.

iii. Test by a Grain-measure (Pai) - The Raulia kept Pai (Brass grain measure) of paddy on the floor and put the Pai with its mouth downward. A man was asked to sit on the Pai. When the name of the evil spirit who had caused illness was uttered the Pai shaked and tilted of its own accord.